time there is danger in complacency, and the setbacks to the human rights movement since 9/11 must be acknowledged and recognised as a challenge.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS SINCE 1945
It is as well to consider briefly the huge advances made in the area of human rights and humanitarian law since the end of World War II. I will devote disproportionate attention to the role of the United States, as it was crucial to these advances. It is ironic that the greatest threats to further advances are those emanating from this country.
Prior to World War II, the way in which citizens were treated by their respective governments was an internal affair and not the business of other governments or the international community. That changed in consequence of the horrors of the Holocaust that so shocked the conscience of all decent people worldwide.
The changes that occurred, for the most part, were inspired by leaders in the United States. The first was the decision, initially opposed by Winston Churchill, to put the Nazi leaders on trial. It was in consequence of the strong views of Henry Stimson, the Secretary for Defence, that President Truman convinced the leaders of the other three victorious powers that it would be inappropriate to summarily execute those leaders whose guilt was assumed.
The consequence was the London Agreement, which set out the basis upon which the Nuremberg Trials were conducted.
International law at the end of World War II did not contemplate crimes of the magnitude of those that had been perpetrated. The result was that new crimes were defined. One was crimes against humanity--serious offences committed against a civilian population. The idea was that such egregious crimes offended not only the people who were directly affected by them, but were truly crimes committed against the whole of humankind. The corollary was that the persons who committed such crimes were to be amenable to the jurisdiction of courts in any nation, and not only those where the crimes were committed or the victims were to be found. This effectively extended the concept of universal criminal jurisdiction which until then applied only to the crime of piracy.
In effect, universal jurisdiction was a genie released from the bottle. It found its way into the new Geneva Conventions of 1949, which recognised it for "grave breaches" of those conventions. In 1973, such jurisdiction was conferred upon all national courts of any nation in respect of the crime of Apartheid. It also declared Apartheid to be a crime against humanity. It was included in the Torture Convention of 1984. Universal jurisdiction was conferred on all courts by the series of international conventions, which began in the 1970s and were designed to combat terrorism.
The Genocide Convention of 1948 did not provide for universal jurisdiction. Instead, it explicitly assumed that genocide would be amenable to an international criminal court. That no such court was established for almost half a century would have surprised and disappointed the drafters of that Convention. It is accepted today that customary international law recognises universal jurisdiction for the crime of genocide. Korematsu was not excluded from the Military Area because of hostility to him or his race. He was excluded because we are at war with the Japanese Empire, because the properly constituted military authorities feared an invasion of our West Coast and felt constrained to take proper security measures, because they decided that the military urgency of the situation demanded that all citizens of Japanese ancestry be segregated from the West Coast temporarily, and finally, because Congress, reposing its confidence in this time of war in our military leaders-as inevitably it mustdetermined that they should have the power to do just this. There was evidence of disloyalty on the part of some, the military authorities considered that the need for action was great, and time was short. We cannot-by availing ourselves of the calm perspective of hindsight-now say that these actions were unjustified. The theory that courts must always defer to elected representatives on matters of security is seductive. But there is a different view, namely that while courts must take into account the relative constitutional competence of branches of government to decide particular issues they must never, on constitutional grounds, surrender the constitutional duties placed on them.
That is the approach which the United States Supreme Court has now adopted in response to the efforts of the Bush Administration to place itself above the law and indeed the Constitution.
THE RULE OF LAW
I turn now to consider more directly the effects of combating terrorism in this and other democracies. In this debate, it has become a kind of mantra to express support for the duty on governments to take every reasonable step to protect the lives of their citizens and to prevent and punish human rights abuses both by domestic criminals and by non-state actors and especially terrorists.
The tension between protecting the state and upholding civil liberties is nothing new and this and many other states have had to grapple with it over the centuries. It is no problem for oppressive societies which, by definition, do not respect the civil rights of their citizens. They have all the machinery they might need to put down attacks from within and outside their borders. The problem is peculiarly one for democratic states.
The issue is the extent to which the rule of law is to be respected and allowed to protect people from arbitrary power. According to Professor Archibold Cox, it was "the genius of American constitutionalism, which supports the Rule of Law" (1997:27) .
One principle of the Rule of Law has become universally accepted since it was first enunciated by Professor A.V. Dicey in 1885: "A man may with us be punished for a breach of the law but he can be punished for nothing else" (p. 202).
No less controversial is the presumption of innocence in all criminal prosecutions. Guilt by association and collective guilt are inconsistent with a free and democratic society. So, too, the right of trial before an independent court. To the extent that these rights need to be limited during times of war, if
at all, the limitation should be only to extent absolutely necessary to achieve a legitimate government interest. . . . the primary objective in the fostering of international commitments to erect and observe a minimum standard of rights for the individual as set forth by the treaties. This standard is met by our domestic system in practice, although not in precisely the same way that the treaties envision. By ratification we would commit ourselves to maintain the level of respect we already pay to the human rights of our people; we would commit ourselves not to backslide, and we would be subjecting this commitment to and our human rights performance as a whole to international scrutiny.
The What is of particular concern is that this violation of international law, binding on the United States, might well weaken the Geneva Conventions and be used to justify similar violations by other countries. Indeed, it might well return to haunt the United States if a tu quoque argument is used to justify similar treatment for captured members of the United States Army.
IS IT APPROPRIATE TO WAGE A "WAR" AGAINST TERRORISM?
The Supreme Court has also ruled that the Administration has acted in violation of the United States Constitution by holding United States citizens without trial and without access to a lawyer. In the recent past such conduct by other governments has earned the strongest condemnation from the government of the United States.
Part of the problem is the approach by the Bush Administration in using the analogy of "war" in combating terrorism. Terrorism is not new and it is not a "war" in the conventional understanding of that word. Terrorism is unlikely ever to end and regarding efforts to combat it as a "war" is calculated to allow the government to regard anyone who opposes undemocratic means as unpatriotic if not worse. If the government fails to act within the law it undermines its democratic legitimacy, forfeits public confidence, and damages respect for the criminal justice system.
THE EFFECTS OF 9/11 IN OTHER DEMOCRACIES
Repressive actions by governments have been taken in other democracies. Prior to 9/11, the United Kingdom had enacted wide-ranging measures to counter terrorism. It did so predominantly in the face of the Irish Republican Army terrorist activities in London. After 9/11, a new antiterrorism statute was enacted. Its most controversial provision provides for the internment, without trial, of a "suspected international terrorist" if the Home
Secretary reasonably believes that such person's presence in the United
Kingdom is a risk to national security, and suspects that such person is a terrorist. If the person is not a United Kingdom citizen, he or she may be detained for an unspecified period of time without charge or trial. There is no appeal to the ordinary courts but only to a government appointed commission.
It was this provision that led the United Kingdom to derogate from the human rights provisions of the European Convention on Human Rights.
Similarly, the Indian legislation passed in the aftermath of 9/11 substantially invaded the rights of privacy and allowed for the detention of suspected terrorists without trial for periods of up to ninety days. When, a few months ago, a new legislature and executive were voted into power, the whole enactment was repealed by Parliament.
Post 9/11 draft South African legislation also made provision for detention without trial for periods of ninety days. After protests from leading politicians who had themselves been held under such provisions by the Apartheid authorities, the Parliamentary Committee on Justice caused these provisions to be removed. The United Nations Security Council was also tardy in making an appropriate effort to ensure respect for civil liberties in legislation that member states were peremptorily required by Resolution 1373 to enact.
Initially the attitude of the Counter Terrorism Committee was that human rights were not the concern of the Security Council.
THE FUTURE
When he addressed the Counter Terrorism Committee, the late High
Commissioner for Human Rights, Sergio Vieira de Mello said that:
[Such] measures must be taken in transparency, they must be of short duration, and must respect the fundamental non-derogable rights embodied in our human rights norms. They must take place within the framework of the law. Without that, the terrorists will ultimately win and we will ultimately lose -as we would have allowed them to destroy the very foundation of our modern human civilization.
A United States commission of inquiry recommended, (to no avail), that a non-partisan committee of Congress should monitor the invasion of civil liberties by the executive branch of government. I would suggest that all democratic nations should take precisely that kind of initiative. Such a committee should report on violations of their own constitutional guarantees and of provisions of international conventions to which their nation is a party.
That kind of public oversight would unquestionably act as an effective brake on excessive and unjustified encroachments upon civil liberties. The fact of oversight is in effect the best deterrent against disproportionate and inappropriate invasions of human rights.
Politicians, by the nature of their occupation, are concerned to be seen taking action that is likely to be popular with their electorate. In that context, it is deemed to be preferable to take inappropriate or excessive action rather than none at all. And the greater the public fear, the greater the temptation to been seen to be active in defence of the people. Iraq. It is to be found in the responses from some members of Congress to those events and the refusal to allow the blame to be laid at the door only of the lower ranks who are sought to be made scapegoats. Importantly, it is to be found in the opposition to these actions from within the United States military itself. I refer in this regard especially to the courageous and professional defences that have been pursued by military lawyers in cases against Guantanamo defendants.
There is similar reason for hope in the courageous decision of the Israel Supreme Court that found the separation wall in some parts of the Occupied Territory to be unlawful because of its devastating effects on Palestinians in the areas concerned.
There is reason for hope in the victory of the anti-Apartheid campaign that was instrumental in bringing down the unlawful white minority government in my country.
I would suggest that the post-9/11 setbacks for human rights will be seen by historians as an unfortunate detour and not a roadblock. The United
States, as the sole superpower, has a special responsibility for shaping the world in the 21 st Century. It can only hope to establish an international rule of law and to encourage democratic forms of government if it sets a good example at home.
The United States has traditionally been perceived as the leader of the free and democratic world. That perception has become tarnished in the days since 9/11. This country has sought to lead by dint of its power alone. My fervent hope and wish is that it will regain its position of pre-eminence in the democratic world by leading by its traditional values and not by power alone.
